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The Australian and NSW Governments are upgrading the intersection at Blaxland 
and Balaclava roads as part of its $1 billion Urban Congestion Fund. 

This Transport for NSW upgrade will reduce congestion and deliver safer and more 
reliable journeys for those travelling on one of Sydney’s busiest corridors.  

 

What we are doing 
Transport would like to thank everyone who provided feedback on this proposal. After 
considering all responses, along with the aims and design requirements, we have decided to 
proceed with our proposal. 

Based on community feedback, the project will monitor the pedestrian crossing at the 
intersection to ensure adequate time is available for pedestrian and bike riders to cross safety.  

Transport for NSW has also considered the feedback to widen pathways around the 
intersection to more adequately cater for increased active transport users and growing 
demand for local amenities.  

Transport for NSW will continue to work with the City of Ryde Council on the activation of the 
dog park in Moore Park and will keep the community up to date as the project progresses. 

 
What we learned 
There was support to: 

- widen Balaclava Road by adding second right turn lane into Blaxland Road 

- improve safety for pedestrian and bike riders accessing the existing active transport 
link  

- improve traffic light timing for road users turning right from Blaxland Road into 
Balaclava Road, to allow more time for vehicles to travel through the intersection. 

 
We thank the community for the feedback we received while  
open for comment from 17 September to 15 October 2021.  

We listened to what you had to say. 
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There were also requests for additional right turning lanes from Blaxland Road into Balaclava 
Road and further suggestions on increasing pedestrian crossing time at the intersection.  
 
Transport has considered all feedback received from the local community, responded to the 
issues and has decided to progress with the proposal. To read the Community Consultation 
Report visit the website nswroads.work/blaxlandandbalaclavaroad. 

 
What happens next? 
Our proposal will be delivered in two stages. The first will be detailed design which begin in 
early 2022. The second stage will be to finalise the design development and commence 
construction in late 2022.  

These permanent measures will require planning and coordination with utility providers such 
as water, electricity and telecommunications and upgrades to existing road infrastructure. We 
expect to start construction on these measures at the end of 2022. We will notify the 
community before we start work.   

 
 
Have your say 
If you have any questions or would like more information on the project, please contact our 
project team on 1800 572 113 or email blaxlandandbalaclavaroad@transport.nsw.gov.au. 
For more information visit www.nswroads.work/blaxlandandbalaclavaroad. 
 
If you need help understanding this information, please contact the Translating and 
Interpreting Service on 131 450 and ask them to call us on 1800 572 113. 
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